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2016 Cirrus update
Last newsletter, we briefly mentioned a number of exciting changes to the 2016 Cirrus. Ivy
McIver, the SR Product Line Manager for Cirrus, gives us a full run down... more

Cirrus Aircraft releases first interactive Flight Operations Manual
The iFOM is a fantastic new multi-touch iBook designed for use on the iPhone, iPad and
Apple® computer platforms, providing pilots personalised mobile access to SR20, SR22
and SR22T flight procedures, standards and techniques.... more

Vision SF50 Progress Update
As the first month of 2016 is already gone, we know many of you are eager to hear
about the progression of the Vision Jet toward certification... more

Customer Story
Kevin was one of the first to take delivery
of the Special Edition Australis. Find out
how Kevin and his Cirrus Australis really
were made for each other. more

Cirrus Life Event
Cirrus Melbourne is pleased to introduce their first Cirrus Life Local event. We would like to
invite interested parties to join us on a flying trip to Brown Brothers Vineyard in April (firm
dates TBC). We'll enjoy a vineyard tour, lunch at Brown Brothers and boutique
accommodation at Lindenwarrah hotel and spa. To register your interest, please contact
Kreisha: kballantyne@cirrusaircraft-aunz.info

Blog - say goodbye to litres?
Each edition of our newsletter, we'll endeavour to bring you
some technical tips and advice on getting the best out of your
Cirrus Aircraft. In this blog, Charles Gunter from Cirrus
Melbourne discusses why it is not a good idea to mix litres and
gallons for in flight calculations... more

Cirrus appearances and events
for your calendar:

20th-21st February: Wings Around the World Fly-in, Archer Falls, Kilcoy QLD. Meet the
Sunshine Coast Teenager behind Wings Around the World and help us win this record
back for Australia. more info

24-26th February: See us at the Australasian Oil & Gas Exhibition & Conference at the
Perth Convention and Exhibition Centre (stand Q15). more info

12-13th March: Flight One, our Queensland Cirrus Training Centre, are holding a Cirrus
recurrency and IFR information weekend at Archerfield, QLD. more info

13th March:Clifton Annual Fly-in @ Clifton ALA QLD. more info

Cirrus Melbourne will be showcasing three of their aircraft at the Tyabb Airshow, VIC. more
info

19th March: Cirrus Sunshine Coast will be revealing the first new 2016 Australis to arrive in
Australia at Caloundra Airport, QLD. more info

25-27th March: Warbirds over Wanaka International Airshow, NZ more info

New Arrivals

Cirrus Melbourne is excited to announce
the arrival of their new demonstrator,
SR22 Australis VH-FIF. This is aircraft is
for sale, POA. For more information
please contact Kreisha on 0420 968 874.

Cirrus Sunshine Coast is eagerly
anticipating the arrival of their new 2016
SR22 Australis in the next few weeks.
This means we must clear our 2015
Australis demonstrator, VH-FBT
(pictured). An outstanding deal is
therefore available on this aircraft. Please
contact Andy on 0413 544 793 for details.

Cirrus Approved Dealer Network updates

Cirrus SR20 2005 with only 160 hours total
flight time and Active Traffic in immaculate
condition. Located at Redcliffe, QLD. Price
is AU$230,000 (no GST). Please contact
Andy on 0413 544 793 for details. view
brochure

Cirrus SR20 2003 price now reduced to
AU$179,000 (no GST). Located at
Moorabbin, Vic. For more information
please contact Kreisha on 0420 968
874. view brochure

Missed the last edition? For all the latest news, check out our new web site
at: www.cirrusaircraft-aunz.info
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